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Supporting
cross-border watchdog
journalism in Europe
PROJECT PARTNERS

IJ4EU’s mission is to strengthen investigative journalism in Europe - through
funding as well as practical, editorial and legal support. Acknowledging the
increasingly transnational nature of public-interest stories, we encourage
collaboration across borders.
Led by the International Press Institute in partnership with the European
Journalism Centre and the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom,
IJ4EU channels public and philanthropic money into watchdog journalism
without compromising editorial independence.
It is primarily funded by the European Commission. In 2020/21, it had co-financing
from Open Society Foundations, Fritt Ord, Luminate and the City of Leipzig.
Visit ij4eu.net for more information.
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“

IJ4EU played a significant role in strengthening
and diversifying the European news ecosystem,
helped boost journalistic collaboration as well
as the resilience and knowledge of hundreds of journalists, and
spurred debate on major issues that affect European societies.
Marius Dragomir, director of the Central European University Center for Media, Data & Society and author of Mission: Investigate, an
independent evaluation of the 2020/21 IJ4EU programme

IJ4EU TEAM MEMBERS WERE BASED IN EVERY EU MEMBER STATE AND
CANDIDATE COUNTRY, PLUS 12 NATIONS FURTHER AFIELD.
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IJ4EU Impact

“

Arguably the largest achievement of the IJ4EU
project is its impact on building a viable funding
model for investigative journalism. Thanks to
the design of the consortium, a combination of public and philanthropic funds disbursed to media outlets and journalists by
a consortium of independent media freedom and journalism
NGOs, IJ4EU guaranteed editorial independence, something
rare today in many European nations, and created the space
and resources that allowed investigative journalists to produce
high-quality, impactful work.

			Marius Dragomir, Mission: Investigate

IJ4EU-supported investigations have sparked public and political debate and
provoked reactions from authorities and private companies. They have triggered
countless pickups by other media and been widely cited in policy documents.
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Examples of impact
Frontex at Fault, an investigation into complicity in human rights abuses by the EU border
agency, triggered internal inquiries at Frontex;
two extraordinary Frontex management board
meetings; a decision by Frontex to investigate
incidents documented in the project; a hearing
of Frontex’s director before the European Parliament; and an announcement by the competent
Commissioner that Brussels would investigate
all allegations of human rights violations at the
EU’s external border.
The Frontex Files, another project focused on
the EU border agency, prompted MEPs from
across the political spectrum to intervene in the
debate, a process that led to a European Parliament inquiry into Frontex. Journalists involved
in the investigation were invited to address the
parliament’s Frontex scrutiny group. All of which
fed into public and political debate about Frontex’s conduct.
Corruption in the Danube Delta, an investigation into the plunder of €1 billion of EU development funds from a UNESCO world heritage site
in Romania, prompted the European Union to
suspend payments to the Danube Delta and ask
Romanian authorities to investigate. OLAF, the
European Anti-Fraud Office, officially opened an
investigation. The team of journalists was invited
to present its findings in a special hearing of the
European Parliament.
Passport Papers, an investigation into what it
takes to purchase your way into European citizenship, prompted the European Commission
to state that EU values are not for sale. A European Parliament resolution noted its concern
about the harmful impact of citizenship and residence schemes on the integrity of EU citizenship, and reiterated its call for Maltese authorities to assure transparency and end investor
citizenship and residence schemes rather than
simply modify them.
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Money to Burn, an investigation into the environmentally destructive impacts of Europe’s
biomass industry, was cited in the Estonian
parliament and in a December 2020 meeting of
the European Commission, in which attendees
discussed a set of planned amendments to the
Renewable Energy Directive. Money to Burn
was also runner-up for the prestigious Innovation Award of the 2021 European Press Prize.
Europe in the Gas Trap, an investigation into
self-sabotage of the EU’s own climate goals,
triggered a wealth of political responses. European Ombudsman Emily O’Reilly criticised the
Commission for its approach to the gas supply.
“It is fair to say that the series of articles in the
project, thanks also to the intervention of a raft
of outspoken environment-focused NGOs, had
an impact on the future of the ‘Green Deal’ for
Europe,” the independent evaluation of the
IJ4EU programme said.
The Kočner Library provided actionable evidence for law enforcement on a case that has
convulsed Slovakia. The project investigated
Marian Kočner, a Slovak businessman who
stood accused of masterminding the killing of
Slovak journalist Jan Kuciak in 2018. The story
unearthed new details about Kočner’s criminal
activities.

The Milk Ogre, an investigation into the pollution of French rivers by dairy giant Lactalis,
prompted France Nature Environnement, a
federation of environmental associations, to file
a complaint against the company. The project
triggered numerous reactions from irate civil
society groups, some of which went as far as to
call for a boycott of Lactalis’ products.
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49 investigations.

Hundreds of headlines.
In 2020/21, IJ4EU supported the following investigations:
Europe in the Gas Trap - Despite Europe’s

#WildEye: Europe’s Tiger Trade - Illegal

ambitious climate goals, natural gas proj-

trafficking of endangered tigers is a boom-

ects with high methane emissions are

ing business in Europe - and Italy and

planned across the continent. (Grant:

France are two major hotspots. (€18,075)

€41,438)

Who’s Financing Fake News in the Baltics?

Frontex at Fault - European border force

- By “following the money”, investigative

complicit in ‘illegal’ maritime pushbacks to

journalists show how disinformation spreads

drive away refugees and migrants trying to

in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. (€ 33,300)

enter the EU. (€49,828)
Behind the Pledge - A cross-border team
scrutinises the spending of COVID-19 funds
in Europe. (€26,355)

Citizens as Suspects - Inside the European
surveillance economy (€33,245)
Radicals with Reach - The growing influence of ultra-conservative networks on

Money to Burn - Sixteen reporters in eight

politics and society in Central and Eastern

countries lift the lid on Europe’s inscrutable

Europe (€45,290)

biomass industry. (€50,000)

Europe’s Far Right - How right-wing popu-

The Frontex Files - Investigative journalists

lists are exploiting the COVID-19 pandemic

from five countries reveal secret meetings

(€21,040)

between the EU border agency and arms
lobbyists. (€35,073)
Hungarian Money, Orbán’s Control - The
influence of Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orbán’s government in neighbouring
countries (€47,200)
Corruption in the Danube Delta - The
plunder of €1 billion of EU development
funds from a UNESCO world heritage site in
Romania (€46,410)
The COVID-19 Jackpot - For Big Pharma,
where is the line between profiteering and
saving lives? (€25,870)

Lost in Transition - How lobbyists are greenwashing the EU’s Green Deal (€50,000)
Who’s Behind the COVID-19 Infodemic? How hostile actors at home and abroad use
disinformation to drive Europe’s COVID-denial movements (€22,100)
Southeast Europe’s Toxic Timebomb - How
the Balkans became the garbage dump of
Europe (€26,600)
EU Cash in a Crisis - A data-driven investigation into the misuse of COVID-19 recovery
funds in Hungary, Romania and Poland
(€30,000)
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Cities for Rent - Investigating corporate

An Epidemic of Gambling - How lockdowns

landlords across Europe (€37,900)

created a crisis of online gambling addiction

Black Trail - How to kill the planet and get

(€8,579)

away with it. An investigation into shipping

Reaping the Harvest - An investigation into

emissions. (€30,000)

labour conditions facing eastern European

Passport Papers - Who is buying Maltese

migrant farmworkers in Ireland (€9,350)

passports and what does it take to pur-

Cashing in on a Cashless Society - An inter-

chase your way into European citizenship?

national team of freelancers investigates the

(€31,150)

private and public interests at stake in a soci-

Europe’s Quicksand War - An investigation

ety where cash is no longer king. (€8,000)

into civilian casualties of a forgotten Europe-

Mobile Workers: Invisible Citizens - They’re

an conflict (€44,654)

the footsoldiers of the fight against the pan-

The Knockoff King - An investigation into
the legal production of fake designer clothing (€21,020)
Tax-Avoiding Arms Companies - An international investigation into tax avoidance by
arms producers (€8,800)
Who’s Behind the Anti-Vaxxers? - A
cross-border team probes the forces driving
the anti-vaccination movement (€40,050)
The Basin - An international team of journalists probes Russian influence and money
laundering in Europe. (€49,050)

demic - but they’re overlooked and vulnerable. (€10,000)
Red Flags Over Green Dots - How ‘Green
Dot’ recycling organisations oppose environmental legislation across Europe
(€8,200)
Insta-Mafia: The Social Media Swindle Criminals are taking advantage of systems
designed to protect users on Facebook and
Instagram to hijack accounts and make
money. (€4,250)
Europe’s Illegal Garbage Routes - How
criminal networks have turned EU waste

The Milk Ogre - Investigating the secrets of

disposal into a profitable racket — at the

a French goliath of dairy product (€10,000)

expense of countries in the east. (€9,600)

The Kočner Library - A unique collaboration

Tracking COVID-19 in Europe - A data-driv-

produces new findings in a crime and cor-

en investigation offers unique insight into

ruption story that has convulsed a nation.

why COVID-19 has struck differently across

(€6,200)

Europe. (€10,000)

A Sea of Falsehoods - Freelancers from two

Who Owns the Fish? - How a few multi-

countries investigate the rise and conse-

nationals are using EU fishing quotas to

quences of disinformation during a public

dominate the seas — and what it means for

health crisis. (€3,064)

traditional fishing communities in the north
(€8,000)
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Fighting Gender Violence Fuelled by

Cigarette Smuggling from Bulgaria to

COVID - An international team of journalists

Montenegro - A cross-border team of inves-

examines the structural causes of violence

tigative journalists shows that where there’s

against women during the pandemic - and

smoke, there’s corruption. (€9,970)

how to tackle them. (€6,250)

The Ice Drillers - What lurks deep beneath

Property ‘Vultures’ Cash in on COVID - The

Greenland’s ice sheet? Ancient secrets of

pandemic has created the perfect oppor-

climate change. (€5,900)

tunity for private equity firms to snap up
property in European cities. (€9,620)
River of Garbage - Connecting Ukraine,
Hungary and Romania, the River Tisza is
awash with waste. Why? (€8,978)
Corruption Energised - A data-driven investigation into the cartelisation of Serbia’s
energy market (€10,000)

Follow the Grant - A data-driven investigation into conflicts of interest in research and
medicine in Europe (€10,000)
The Price of Life - An investigation into
changes in EU legislation on drugs to treat
rare diseases (€8,670)
Russian Money and Influence - An international team of journalists investigating

#MeToo in the Medical Sector - Award-win-

Russian influence and asset-stashing in the

ning journalists lift the lid on sexual abuse

EU (€10,000)

by health workers. (€9,120)

Fake Citizens - A cross-border investiga-

Black Sea Gas: Profit at What Cost? - Never

tion into an organised crime network that

mind Nord Stream. Europe’s energy for-

provides fake citizenship for Ukrainian and

tunes may depend on natural gas projects

Russian nationals. (€10,000)

in the Black Sea. (€10,000)

See investigation results at ij4eu.net/projects.

“

More complex investigations definitely need
more time and more intense resources. Our
investigation wouldn’t have been possible
without the funding provided by IJ4EU.

			IJ4EU 2020/21 grantee
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In 2020/21, IJ4EU also provided direct funding to journalists via Europe’s first award
devoted exclusively to cross-border investigative reporting.

WINNERS 2021

LOST IN EUROPE

THE DAPHNE PROJECT

FRAUD FACTORY

TROIKA LOUNDROMAT

“

None of these stories could have been reported
in only one country and all four winners showed,
in different ways, the benefits of working across
borders in our interconnected world.
Shaun Walker, central and eastern Europe correspondent for
The Guardian and IJ4EU Impact Award jury chair
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Media across Europe
IJ4EU is committed to supporting a free and pluralistic media environment. Both
legacy news outlets and newer independent media have published IJ4EU-funded
stories, including:

15min.lt, 24 Chasa, 24 Vesti, 360 Magazine, 444.hu, 5W, Agencia EFE,
Adevărul, Aktuality, AlgorithmWatch, Al Jazeera, Alternatives économiques,
Apache, ARD, Arena for Journalism in Europe, Argos, Äripäeva, Associated
Press, Athens Live, Átlátszó, Átlátszó Erdély, Balkan Insight, Balkan Investigative Reporting Network, BBC, Basta!, Bellingcat, Bivol, Bloomberg Businessweek, British Medical Journal, Brut, Bumm, Business Insider, Buzzfeed,
Česká justice, CINS Serbia, Civio, CityMonitor, Coda, Constanta TV, ControRadio, Corporate Europe Observatory, CORRECTIV, Corriere della Sera, Courrier
International, Czech Center for Investigative Journalism, Daily Beast, Dan,
Danwatch, Danas, dasLamm, Decât o Revistă, Daphne Caruana Galizia
Foundation, De Groene Amsterdammer, Delfi, Deník Referendum, Denník
N, Der Spiegel, Der Standard, Der Tagesspiegel, Deutschlandfunk, de Volkskrant, Die Rheinpfalz, Die Zeit, Dimosiografia, Direkt36, Disclose, Dnevnik,
Dobré ráno, Domani, Dossier Center, Dublin InQuirer, E24, Earth Journalism
Network, elDiario, E&T Magazine, Eesti Ekspress, Eesti Päevaleht, El Confidencial, El País, Epoch Times, ERR, EUobserver, Euromoves, Euronews,
Europa FM, Expresso, Fair Planet, Follow the Money, Forbes Poland, France
Culture, France 2, Frankfurter Rundschau, Gazeta Wyborcza, Glas Šumadije,
G4Media, Health Policy Watch, Hersfelder Zeitung, Hessische Niedersächsische Allgemeine, Hitky, Hlavný denník, Hot News, Il Fatto Quotidiano,
Index.hr, infoLibre, Info Sud-Est, Investico, Investigate Europe, Investigative
Centre of Jan Kuciak, Investigative Journalism Center “Siena”, IRPIMedia,
Italia Oggi, KVF, La Repubblica, La Vanguardia, LaCroix, Le Courrier des
Balkans, Le Courrier d’Europe centrale, Le Monde, L’Espresso, Le Poulpe, Lettera43, Le Vif/L’Express, LifeGate, Linkiesta, Lost in EUrope, Lovin Malta, LSM,
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Lupa, Luxemburger Wort, Magyar Hang, Makroscop, Malta Today, Mediapart, MillenniuM, Nacional, Newsweek Romania, NL Times, NOS, Noteworthy, Novosti, NPO, NRC, ObjektivNo1, Onet, openDemocracy, Open Migration, Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project, Österreich 1, Oštro,
Ouest-France, Oxpeckers, Politico, Politiken, Postimees, Prisma, Público,
Rahvusringhääling, Radio Europa Liberă, Radio Free Europe, Radio France,
Radio Radicale, Radiotelevisione svizzera, Rai, Re:Baltica, Reflekt, Regard,
Reporters United, Republik, Respekt, Reuters, Rise Project Romania, Romania Insider, Romanian Public Broadcasting Company – Marosvásárhelyi
Rádió, RTS, RTVBudva, Rue89 Strasbourg, Seznam Zprávy, SIC Portugal,
Small Stream Media, Sme, Spiegel Online, Stavanger Aftenblad, Stiri Press,
Stop Corruption Foundation, Süddeutsche Zeitung, SWR2 Wissen, Tages
Anzeiger, Teknisk Ukeblad, The Black Sea, The Canary, The Guardian, The Intercept, The Malta Independent, The New Humanitarian, The Objective, The
Shift, The Slovak Spectator, taz, Telex.hu, Times of Malta, Trends, Tribune, TV5MONDE, TV Asahi, TV Noviny, Új Szó, Ukraine Verstehen, UOL, Usbek & Rica,
Vesti, VG, VoxEurop, VSquare, WDR, We Report, Wired, Wirtualna Polska,
WoZ, WP Magazyn, ZDF, Zeit Online, ZIUA de Constanţa
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CONTACT:

Timothy Large
IJ4EU programme manager
International Press Institute
tlarge@ipi.media
ij4eu.net

